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Tanjung Tuan Adventure Trail
By Negeri Sembilan-Malacca Branch and Selangor Branch Nature Guides SIG, In collaboration with PERHILITAN and Jabatan Perhutanan Negeri Melaka 

Photo credits: Harris Raj Kumar, Kent Leong, Lee LearnPing, Vuthy Tiang, Yee Chun Wah, 

Nature Guides GroupBirding Group

This was a joint activity between Negeri Sembilan-Melaka Branch

and Selangor Nature Guides SIG. Participants from Selangor,

Melaka, Negeri Sembilan, and Singapore joined this activity that was

held on 23rd November 2019. In total, there were 25 participants, 5

officers from Jabatan Perhutanan Negeri Melaka and 3 officers from

PERHILITAN Negeri Melaka. The purpose for this activity was to

expose participants to the flora, fauna, and history of Tanjung Tuan.

As we were being guided by officers from PERHILITAN and
Continued on next page…

Perhutanan, we had hoped to have learn more than what Selangor

Branch Nature Guides has in archive and in person with some of the

senior volunteer guides present.

Participants were initially separated into three focus groups which

were nature guides, marine and birding. The groups were to move

around concurrently but there were only participants for nature guides

and birding. 20 signed up for nature guides and 5 for birding.
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Participants started with breakfast at PERHILITAN’s office, collect their

packed lunch, and were briefed on safety and rough itinerary thereafter.

The birding group started off their activity first led by a PERHILITAN

officer. While waiting for Perhutanan officers to arrive, the nature guide’s

group had a mini marine introduction around the mangrove area beside

Ilham Resort.

Upon Perhutanan officers’ arrival, an opening speech was given by En.

Asrul, the Deputy District Forest Officer for Alor Gajah. He explained the

objectives and role of Perhutanan. Next, his team led the group through

the forest trail behind Tanjung Tuan’s guard house. The officers

introduced the plant species we came across and shared their unique

features and usage in people’s daily lives (or at least how it was used

back in the day). Among the trees covered were Sepetir, Meraga, Meranti

Seraya, Mahang and so forth. Some interesting facts were also shared,

for example, the Mahang tree is processed and used as a disinfectant in

operation theatres.

Participants then proceeded back to the PERHILITAN office, where a

PERHILITAN officer took them around the Biodiversity Education Centre

to explain about the exhibits in the gallery. In the closing, all the

participants were encouraged to contribute their findings and photos via a

shared Google Drive folder. The contents will be updated accordingly as

new information arises. This is to develop a live e-document of the flora

and fauna found in Tanjung Tuan.

Sepetir fruit seed and leaves.

Participants under a more than 100 years old Calophyllum
inophyllum also known as Alexandrine laurel/Bintangor laut.

Olived-winged bulbul.

Participants listening to officer explaining about 
dipterocarp fruits.

White-browed Fantail.

Seedling. Blue-tailed Bee-eater.Keruing fruit.

… Continued from previous page.
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The tree planting at Panti Bird Sanctuary was organised by

MNS Johor in collaboration with Johor Forestry for MBSB

Bank as their 2019 CSR initiative on 2nd November 2019.

It was a sunny morning when 7 members of MNS, 40

MBSB Bank staff headed by their Corporate Services

Manager, Puan Shaliza and 20 Johor Forestry staff lead by

their Director Dato Jeffri went for tree planting at Panti Bird

Sanctuary. Dato Jeffri in his speech hoped that MBSB Bank

can adopt a plot of land to help rehabilitate the area as

trees planted before did not survive well.

Main purpose of planting local fruit trees to attract more

insects, birds and animals so that more birders will come to

the sanctuary. More than 100 trees were planted

including Asam Gelugor (Garcinia atroviridis), Nam Nam

(Cynometra caulifora) and Kuini mango (Manjifera odorata).

Mr. Vincent, Vice President of MNS, highlighted that Panti

Bird Sanctuary is very rich in flora and fauna. The area is

also frequent by migratory birds and animals. Vincent

hoped that MBSB Bank staff can make yearly visits.

It was an educational and fun-filled event for all the

participants. The planting exercise started off by Vincent

and Forestry staff demonstrating the correct way of planting

a tree. Everyone was eager to dirty one's hands. When all

trees were planted everybody was tired but happy.

The event ended with the erection of a signage - a CSR

Initiative by MBSB Bank and a group photo session.

Tree Planting at Panti Bird Sanctuary
Reported by Dr.Joy V. Mak., Photographed by Abbott Chong
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JAPSA (Johor Association of Professional Secretaries &

Administrators) has had a tradition of carrying out annual

community projects for the past many years.

JAPSA had collaborated with MNSJ on 2 such projects in the

past; a beach clean-up project at Tanjung Sedili on 9 May 2015

and planting of 400 mangrove saplings at Tanjung Piai National

Park on 14 Oct 2018.

This year, JAPSA has yet again opted for caring for nature and

collaborating with MNSJ for their community project, this time to

clean up Panti Bird Sanctuary (PBS).

On 9th November 2019, twenty-six (26) volunteers from JAPSA

as well MNSJ and their family and friends spent their valuable

weekend getting up real early and arriving at PBS at 7.30am

which is about a one-hour drive from Johor Bahru city.

In just a little over 2 hours, a total of 19 big bags of rubbish were

collected. The team actually ran out of rubbish bags to collect

the litter with! We knew there were plenty of rubbish but didn’t

expect that much to be collected within such a short time,

Opening address by President of JAPSA, Ms 

Doren The.

Address by Vice-Chairman of MNSJ, Mr. 

Moses Wong.

Forest Cleanup @ Panti Bird Sanctuary
By Belinda Wong

Briefing by Belinda Wong, Hon.Sec. of MNSJ. Lai Peng distributing the rubbish bags.

Volunteers were split into 2 groups. This group cleaned up over 1km on the main track and the other went into the forest trails.

Continued on next page…
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… Continued from previous page.

Teh, Ms Chiang Lai Peng and Ms Belinda Wong who sponsored drinks

and foodstuff for the tea-break.

All participants even went home with a gift each of a water bottle from

the youngest participants, the 10 and 12 year old niece and nephew of

MNSJ member Ms Kalai.

We hope JAPSA will continue to support MNSJ with our nature

conservation work. A big thumbs up for JAPSA, a NGO who truly gives

back to society and to nature.

Some lighthearted banter.

One for the album! Thank you to JAPSA and all volunteers!!

Cheque presentation by JAPSA President Ms Doren

Teh to MNSJ Vice-Chairman, Mr Moses Wong being

amount raised for the event for MNSJ by JAPSA

members, family and friends.

considering we had quite a distance to cover.

A sum of RM605.00 was raised for the event by JAPSA members, family

and friends and all monies raised were channelled to MNSJ. A big thank

you goes to all who donated money and spent their valuable time and effort

to clean this gem of a forest and to JAPSA for their continuous support.

Thanks and appreciation also goes to Mr Yeoh Tian Sang and Mr Tan Lik

Heng who had kindly agreed to transport the big bags of trash to the Kota

Tinggi public dumpsite for disposal. Special thanks also go to Ms Doren

Rubbish, rubbish, rubbish everywhere!

Collected rubbish being 

transported.



Japanese Students Visit Pulau Kukup
Written by Shafeeq Wilson., Photographed by Belinda Wong, Chian Lai Peng and Abbott Chong

On Monday 2 December, after a huge amount of preparation, both of

itinerary and presentation materials, 7 members were ready to welcome

the first group of students from the Chikushi Jugakuen Girls School in

Japan to Pulau Kukup.

We had arrived early to have time for a final preparation, but the buses

were also very early and so, with our handouts, display materials and

megaphones at the ready, three boat loads of children, accompanied by

teachers and translators were given their introduction to the island.

The weather was kind, and although the children found it steamy after

leaving the Japanese winter the day before, the conditions were very

good for the visit.

Shafeeq’s experience of having a long tailed macaque jump on his

backpack earlier in the morning prompted a safety briefing on the need

to avoid eating on the way round!

The three groups, of about 40 children each, were led by Belinda, Lai

Peng and Shafeeq, with able assistance on managing display materials

by Tony, Evelyn, Joy and Sharan.

Each group had arranged to plant 3 mangrove saplings at an area set

aside by the local staff and with much squealing from the “volunteers”

three girls donned boots and paddled in the mud to put the trees in the

prepared holes.

The briefing to each group covered a short piece on Pulau Kukup itself,

and then the importance of mangroves in the coastal environment, their

growth and propagation, the types of roots, the species on the island,

their critical importance as a carbon sink, and the fauna supported by

the environment created there. Presentation was in English, with

translation to Japanese by the interpreters.

The tour of the boardwalks then proceeded with additional information

being given about what they were seeing, including the root systems,
Continued on next page… 6

Welcoming and safety briefing with 

Sharan and Shafeeq.

Explanations by Belinda.

Finer points of mangroves by Lai Peng. Joy as tour guide.

Groups passing on the boardwalk. Mangrove planting.
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the highest prop root, largest mangrove tree in Malaysia and some fun

on the Apiculata walk!

The time allocated for the tour, even with their early arrival, was quite

tight and all too soon we said good bye to the first day’s groups and

headed back to Kukup for a well-earned lunch.

The next day, Tuesday 3 December, there had been a light drizzle on

the way to Kukup and clouds threatened more, but we were lucky and it

stayed dry apart from a couple of drops.

Sharan’s place was taken by Abbott and four boat loads of about 145

children arrived, with Tony taking the role of leader of the fourth group.

Unfortunately the children arrived rather later than planned and this put

pressure on the schedule for the tour and really there was not enough

time for the walk round and explanations.

Over the two days about 270 girls were given an introduction to

mangroves and we hope that they carried away useful knowledge and

an understanding of the importance of their conservation.

After a final farewell, we again proceeded for lunch and the threatening

weather finally broke with a torrential storm whilst we ate. We were so

fortunate that didn’t happen whilst we were on the island!

As well as providing some good education for the school children, the

preparation necessary was also a very good learning experience for the

volunteers and we will be better prepared for such tours in the future.

Belinda and Abbott with their group.

Group photo with Tony and Lai Peng.

… Continued from previous page.
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About this Symposium

In recent years, the interest in the biology, behaviour, systematics

and conservation of fireflies has increased dramatically around the

world. These last decades, fireflies even gained attention for the

sake of ecotourism, with both positive and negative consequences.

The firefly serves as the model system for the study of

bioluminescence, being the most commonly encountered and widely

recognised bioluminescent terrestrial organism worldwide.

The main aim of the International Firefly Symposium is to gather

people involved in firefly conservation and research around the world

in order to exchange knowledge and form collaborative partnerships.

The ecological, behavioural and morphological variation found in

fireflies will be documented and evaluated by a diverse, international

community. We will discuss the necessity and methodology how to

protect threatened firefly species and their habitats.

The overall idea is to raise awareness and advance a public

conservation ethic by sharing information about fireflies and their

habitat requirements and to foster delight and appreciation of fireflies

across different cultures by blending artistic and scientific

perspectives about these amazing insects.

Organising Committee:

Rita Diogo

Henrique Nepumoceno Alves

Jorge Pereira Gomes

Cristina Neves

Ana Mafalda Alves

Filipe Vieira

Raphaël De Cock

Scientific committee:

COORDINATOR OF SCIENTIFIC 

PROGRAM OF IFS2020

Raphaël De Cock (Belgium)

Arja Kaitala (Finland)

Sara Lewis (USA)

Sonny Wong (Malaysia)

José Manuel Grosso-Silva (Portugal)

Fabien Verfaillie (France)

Francesco Mariotti (Switzerland)

Yuichi Oba (Japan)

INTERNATIONAL FIREFLY 

SYMPOSIUM 2020

17 - 20 JUNE, 2020, PORTUGAL

For more information and registration, please visit: https://ifs2020gaia.parquebiologico.pt/

https://ifs2020gaia.parquebiologico.pt/
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

MOSQUITO FOGGING IS INEFFECTIVE, EVEN HARMFUL

Following close on the heels of the rainy season are the mosquito

fogging operations carried out by contractors engaged by the Ministry of

Health and State Health Departments. We put up with these

malodorous operations even though we can already see for ourselves

that fogging is ineffective and provides only a false sense of security.

Fogging continues to be a popular way of mosquito control because it is

visible and creates the impression that the relevant authorities are

doing something to combat mosquito-borne diseases, but studies have

shown that fogging is effective only when the chemicals come in direct

contact with the mosquitoes. I have witnessed for myself how the

mosquitoes fly up to my apartment window screens when fogging is

carried out at ground level, and cunningly fly back down when the coast

is clear. There are concerns that frequent fogging may even increase

mosquitoes’ resistance to insecticides, giving rise to strains of super

mosquitoes that are hard to destroy.

Fogging does not reduce mosquito populations because it does not kill

mosquito larvae or pupae. If fogging were an effective mosquito control

method, we would see a decrease and not increase in dengue cases in

Malaysia.

Fogging is not only ineffective in controlling mosquito populations, but

potentially harmful to human health. The chemical pesticides used in

fogging and spraying are neurotoxins that can adversely affect the

nervous systems of humans, companion animals, and birds, among

others. Fogging also kills beneficial insects such as ladybirds, and

pollinators such as butterflies and bees, and frequent fogging

operations can harm biodiversity and cause ecological imbalance.

There are inexpensive and pesticide-free methods of mosquito control

advocated by biologists and researchers, and these often involve getting

premise owners and cleaning contractors to identify and eliminate

mosquito breeding sites, including less-expected breeding sites such as

the bracts of flowers and plants, septic tanks, gutters, and damp

bathroom floors. Increasing biodiversity in parks and gardens by bringing

in native fish, frogs, dragonflies, and bats that feed on mosquitoes and

their larvae can help to reduce mosquito populations and restore

degraded ecosystems.

The release of genetically-modified mosquitoes to either suppress

pathogen infection or mosquito reproduction also seems to bear

promising results, although it may be a few years before we can

conclusively attest to their safety and effectiveness, and assess their

impact on ecosystems. In the meantime, the best and safest method of

mosquito control is still the elimination of breeding opportunities.

I conduct community clean-ups and often find municipal rubbish bins,

recycling bins, and construction waste bins filled with stagnant water and

mosquito larvae. There should be a requirement for all such bins to have

drainage holes at the bottom to allow water to flow out. Local councils

should ensure that abandoned vehicles are removed, and construction

sites and illegal dumpsites are cleared regularly as these spaces often

trap water and create places for mosquitoes to breed.

The elephant in the room that few want to address is the role of single-

use plastics and other disposable packaging in creating breeding

grounds for mosquitoes, besides being a blight on the environment.

While our government continues to hem and haw over whether or not to

ban single-use plastics, mosquitoes continue to breed in discarded cups,

bottles, plastic bags and food takeout containers. A ban on single-use

plastics combined with a bottle and can deposit system would go a long

way towards reducing litter, encouraging recycling, and keeping these

mosquito nurseries out of the environment and landfills, but there seems

to be no political will to implement it in Malaysia.

By Wong Ee Lynn wongeelynn@yahoo.com / gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com

Vice Chair, Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) Selangor Branch. 

Coordinator, MNS Selangor Branch Green Living Special Interest Group.

mailto:wongeelynn@yahoo.com%20/%20gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com
mailto:gl.mnselangor@yahoo.com
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… Continued from previous page.

The other elephant in the room is the link between deforestation and the

rise in mosquito-borne diseases. The Journal of Emerging Infectious

Diseases has documented the steep increase in malaria cases in areas in

East Malaysia where forested land has been cleared for agriculture.

Larvae-sustaining puddles are formed where there are no longer tree

roots to control soil erosion and water runoff, and mosquitoes and other

pathogens proliferate in forest edges where the boundaries between

human habitation and forested areas become blurred and primates and

other disease carriers wander into human habitation. To protect citizens

from mosquito-borne diseases, the government needs to look at all the

different factors contributing to the rise in mosquito-borne diseases, and

implement agricultural policies that may include banning the clear-cutting

of forests, practicing shade and mixed cultivation, and increasing

biological pest control measures such as bringing back native fishes,

frogs, bats, and birds to degraded areas.

We need a responsive and responsible government that focuses on

disease prevention and implements measures to identify and eliminate

mosquito breeding sites and opportunities. Fogging is, at best, a

piecemeal attempt at appeasing local communities after a dengue

outbreak. These disruptive fogging sessions cannot be allowed to

continue at the expense of our comfort, health, and safety. Citizens

already know that mosquito fogging operations harm nothing but

taxpayers’ wallets. It’s time we stopped pretending they are effective and

redirect our resources to actual solutions.
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4th International Conference on

Climate Change 2020 (ICCC 2020)

Date: 27th – 28th February 2020

Location: Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

This is to inform you that Malaysian Nature Society (MNS) is a

Strategic Partner for ICCC 2020. As the strategic partner, members

of the Society will be getting special discount rates and partial

scholarship opportunities. Also, members of the Society could get

the following benefits:

• Opportunity to publish in SCOPUS indexed journals

• Opportunity to serve as a Scientific Committee Member for the

conference

• Opportunity to serve as a Session Chair or Evaluation Panel

Member at the conference

If you have any inquires or questions regarding the conference,

please contact Stephanie Bacon (mns.stephanie350@gmail.com)

or Ganeesha Kirineliya (ganeesha@tiikm.com).

Conference Website: https://climatechangeconferences.com/

mailto:mns.stephanie350@gmail.com
mailto:ganeesha@tiikm.com
https://climatechangeconferences.com/


ECO KIDS
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8 ways to go Green this CNY

1. Refuse free angpow packets given by restaurants/shops and only

take them if you have not enough at home.

2. Avoid buying new clothing and instead restyle and refashion your old

CNY clothing. Watch a video on how to refashion your clothes:

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=mmYetjWtHy8

3. Turn mandarin orange peels into your own multi purpose cleaner.

Learn how to make one here: http://www.enzymesos.com/what-is-eco-

enzyme/how-to-make-eco-enzyme

4. Four is a bad luck number so let’s skip this. :P

5. Avoid over buying food (especially CNY cookies).

6. Use reusable dinnerware and encourage guests to bring their own if

you have not enough.

7. Buy decorations that can be reused again and again and avoid

buying decorations that are low quality or that can be used only once

like a banner that says “CNY 2020” or “ year of the rat”.

8. Don’t support events that light up fireworks or don’t light up fireworks

yourself. When discarded, the chemical of the fireworks harm the

environment.

By Ng Zhang En

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=mmYetjWtHy8
http://www.enzymesos.com/what-is-eco-enzyme/how-to-make-eco-enzyme
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Here’s how to survive CNY being vegetarian/vegan

Continued on next page…

By Ng Zhang En

You are not alone! All vegetarians/vegans like my sister and I have to deal with pesky 

relatives, little food options and more so here’s some tips for you to deal with the tragic.

1. Firstly, be proud and stand strong on why you decided to be vegetarian/vegan and

remind yourself why you were vegetarian/vegan. Whether you did it for the

environment or for the love of animals, be proud of it.

2. Understand that eating meat is NOT a social etiquette and there is no need to be

embarrassed if you are not eating meat.

3. Eat an entire main course before the dinner to avoid being hungry and keep a tiny

box of snacks handy that you can munch on.

4. If anyone asks you why you are vegetarian/vegan, explain why but leave space to

listen to them because everyone wants someone to listen to them.

5. If you are really at your wit ends, just remember that you are making CHANGE &

people just can’t see the bigger picture, be thankful that you have food on your

table and you have caring relatives that care for you and your diet.



Pollinator Garden Project
Location: River Care and Environment Centre (RCEC) Taman Melawati

By Azmir Mustapha, Selangor Branch Nature Guides SIG

The objective of this project is to create an educational platform to

connect children to nature. The pollinator patch offers a hands-on and

experiential project that develop the interest and awareness among

children on the importance for caring about the environment. Through this

project the young citizen scientists will discover and hopefully understand

on how delicate an ecosystem is from the perspective of pollinators.

This site will be used as a launching pad to encourage neighboring

schools to start their own pollinator garden in their schools; “saving

pollinators one school at a time”. There is a proposal by the community to

run this as a competition and currently they are working on funds to

support this programme. Mainly as prizes for winning schools. The overall

plan and progress for the Pollinator Garden Project is as per below:

• Setting up the base for pollinator garden at RECC (completed)

• Proposing and outlining activities to be carried out on site.

15



Seagrass & Fishing Heritage Journey to Tanjung Kupang, Johor

Photo Sharing Session & Competition
By MNS Selangor Marine and Photo SIGs

The second component of the trip which was on 31st August 2019 to 2nd

September 2019, the photo sharing session & competition was held on

21st November 2019 at 8:00pm. Participants could use whichever

cameras they have on hand for this competition. Participants of the trip

were to submit 5 photos taken during the trip for the competition, 1 for

Pencinta Alam (which was up in October 2019 issue) and 1 for member’s

choice where the trip participants were asked to vote for their favourite

photos.

Congratulation to winners Mr CM Chan, Madam May Cheah, and Ms

Angeline Siok! They received each a framed photo printed on archival

paper, a durable acid free paper which could last for at least 100 years.

Congratulations again to Ms Angeline as her photo won the member’s

choice award. The member’s choice photo is featured in the next page.

Alex presenting Madam May Cheah her prize.

Alex presenting Mr CM Chan his prize.

Alex presenting Ms Angeline Siok her prize.
Continued on next page… 16
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PF09 Workout at Shah Alam Community Forest (SACF)

When: 12th January 2020 (Sunday) 7:30 am

Where: Details will be separately provided to registered joiners

(in Telegram chat)

Joining fee: None. Event limited to 40 pax (priority to MNS

members)

The workout hike will take about 3-4 hours overall. We will hike up on

one track and return back to base via another track. Estimated

distance is about 9 km on up-and-down mud terrain.

Difficulty: 2.5-3/5; Risk 1/5

Registration will close on 8th midnight.

This is a registered event - please sign up at

https://bit.ly/MNSPF09_SACF - meetup details and list of things to

bring will be provided to registered joiners separately.

Enquiries can be raised in Pathfinders FB

https://www.facebook.com/groups/mnspathfinders.selangorbranch/ or

message mns.pathfinders.selangor@gmail.com.

Do keep up to date with Pathfinders Selangor branch events at 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/mnspathfinders.selangorbranch 

https://bit.ly/MNSPF09_SACF
https://www.facebook.com/groups/mnspathfinders.selangorbranch/
mailto:mns.pathfinders.selangor@gmail.com
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Raptor Watch (RW) 2020 falls on the dates 14th & 15th March

2020. It will be in our usual event place in Tanjung Tuan (Cape

Rachado), Melaka. We will be doing interpretive walks and guiding

guests through coastal forest remnant of the west coast of Peninsular

Malaysia whilst wishing the migratory birds on their Spring migration

a safe journey to reach their home country in the Northern

Hemisphere and make many baby birds.

What is confirmed to be provided at this point of time(26/12/19):

1) Car Pool suggestions for 29th Feb.

2) Lunch on 29th Feb.

3) Accommodation on 14th March for those who are staying back to

volunteer on Sunday. Most likely Tanjung Biru Condominium again.

Only for the volunteer.

4) Snacks and drinking water during both event days.

5) Certificates (e-Cert or Physical is to be confirmed)

Updates will be sent periodically as they are confirmed via email

and/or Whatsapp Group.

We are currently on a look out for 60 volunteers on Saturday and 30

for Sunday. It is preferably that the volunteers are MNS members.

Please register each individual's details by noon, 16th February 2020

so that we will have some time to ensure certain logistics are in place.

Registration will automatically close by itself after it reaches a certain

number.

If you need more clarification, you can contact MNS Selangor Branch

Nature Guides by this email: mns.selangor.ng@gmail.com

Registration Link:

https://forms.gle/cC9uAMtu93XPLaA2A

See you! Jumpa di sana!

mailto:mns.selangor.ng@gmail.com
https://forms.gle/cC9uAMtu93XPLaA2A
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About Us: https://www.mns.my/about-ksnp/

When a wildlife habitat area in Kuala Selangor was proposed to be converted

into a golf course in 1987, MNS stepped in and established it as a nature

park instead. Now, the Kuala Selangor Nature Park (KSNP) thrives as a

tourist destination and educational resource, instilling interest in and

understanding of Kuala Selangor’s unique habitats in visitors. It has since

become a sanctuary to many species of flora and fauna, such as the

endangered Silvered Leaf Monkey (Presbytis cristata), which KSNP has

adopted as its logo.

The uniqueness of the park is evident, and it is also very accessible. There

are many trails of varying distances, and visitors get to explore different

habitats as there are bird hides and watch towers situated around the

manmade 25 acres brackish water lake system. Many local and migratory

bird species are found in the park. Visitors can also take a stroll along the

Mangrove walkway which takes you into the heart of the mangrove forest

where you can closely observe the flora and fauna that are unique to this

habitat.

Situated only 20km away from the heart of KL’s city centre, the KSNP is an

ideal place to escape to where a greater appreciation for the environment

among the public can be encouraged.

Some Highligh of the Park: https://www.mns.my/park-highlights/

1. Trails – Expect different flora and fauna along each trail.

Trail* Length Return Time

Main Trail 550 m 15 minutes

Bund trail 1675 m 75 minutes

Mangrove trail 1500 m 55 minutes

* Trails names are identification purposes only. 

2. Brackish Lake System

3. Watch Tower

4. Secondary Forest (approx. 450 acres)

5. Mangrove Forest & Walkway

6. Mud Flats

Facilities: 

https://www.mns.my/ksnp-facalities/

Contact details

Kuala Selangor Nature Park (KSNP)

Jalan Klinik, 45000 Kuala Selangor

Selangor Darul Ehsan

Tel: 03-32892294   Fax: 03-32894311   

Email: ksnp@mns.org.my / ksnaturepark@gmail.com 22

https://www.mns.my/about-ksnp/
https://www.mns.my/park-highlights/
https://www.mns.my/ksnp-facalities/
mailto:ksnp@mns.org.my
mailto:ksnaturepark@gmail.com


Do follow us on out FB page at

https://www.facebook.com/natureeducationcentre/

for the latest updates!

NEC is quietly tucked away just half an hour from the hustle and 

bustle of Kuala Lumpur city centre. Situated within the lush tropical 

greenery of the Forest Research Institute of Malaysia (FRIM), the 

centre showcases a habitat that has evolved over the course of more 

than 90 years of planting trials and experimentation on tropical 

forestry.

Since 1993, the NEC is now managed by Malaysian Nature Society 

(MNS) and FRIM, a joint collaboration between these two renowned 

Malaysian nature scientific-based organisation that oversee nature 

conservation in Malaysia. It is well known for its guided activities on 

forest exploration and night excursion for stargazing; each of the 

recreational activities offered to our participants is designed to 

encourage nature appreciation and greater involvement in sustainable 

green living.

NEC offers a unique learning environment for nature seekers. The 

centre receives a large number of group visitors and camp 

participants, ranging from schoolchildren, young adults to government 

agencies, corporate sectors and other organised groups. Among 

NEC’s most popular nature-based activities are, forest ecology, 

canopy walk, night walk, stream sampling, bird watching, and nature 

crafts.

The NEC is currently housed in a heritage building – a refurbished 

wooden bungalow, equipped with dormitory-style accommodation and 

various field course equipment. The dormitories are large enough to 

accommodate 40 people. As for food, NEC provides delicious 

Malaysian cuisine. Barbeque is also available upon request.

We welcome school children, young adults, corporate agencies and 

other organised groups. So gather your friends and book a nature 

treat. Come for a day trip or better yet, stay over for up to three nights!
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This January, FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre (NEC) will be having

a series of classes namely, Forest School! We will be learning about

animal and plant science syllabus through hands-on activities and

playing in the forest. Furthermore, attending Forest School will let the

kids spend more time outdoor and build connection with nature. This will

foster their appreciation for and love of nature. Come & join our Forest

School in January 2020. Now you can join one of programme or join both

programme in January 2020.

Dates: 12th January 2020 (Animal Science)

19th January 2020 (Plant Science)

Time: 9.00am to 12.00pm

Venue: FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre, FRIM Kepong

Fee: RM85/pax for 1st child registration,

RM65/pax for next child registration &

RM45/parent.

**Fee includes meals, insurance, MNS facilitators, certificate, activity fee

& FRIM entrance fee.

Activity for Forest School: Animal Science (12th January 2020)

• Introduction of Animal's Kingdom & their biology

• Learn about symbiosis of animals

• Food chain & Food web

• Diversity of Animals within Forest Layers

• Adaptation & Behaviours of Animals

Activity for Forest School: Plant Science (19th January 2020)

• Introduction of Plant's Kingdom & their biology

• Learn about mechanism of how plants spread their seeds

• Life cycle of Plants

• Adaptation of Plants

• Forest Layers

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/4sNfmNtB52fMr9Uz5
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“Kids Night Walk @ FRIM” is back again this year! Join us this time

and together we will discover and experience FRIM forest at night. This

night walk is a wonderful opportunity for families with children (min. age

of 7) to learn about nocturnal animals, the animals that active at night.

By learning about their adaptations, we become more sensitive to their

traits and potentially develop our own senses further and not only rely on

our sense of sight. Participants will get the opportunity to learn more

about the rainforest biodiversity and animal behaviour, and thus, foster a

great sense of appreciation towards our Mother Nature.

Date: 14th Feb 2020 (1st Session) or

18th Sept 2020 (2nd Session)

Time: 8.30pm – 10.30pm

Venue: FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre, FRIM Kepong

Age: 7 to 12 years old

Fee: RM85/pax for 1st child registration,

RM65/pax for next child registration

RM45/parent

**Fee includes MNS facilitators, certificate, insurance and FRIM

entrance fee

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/xMqL4sVfAeEgwdDW8
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Have you visit a farm before? Yes? No? How about urban organic farm?

Escape the hustle and bustle city and join us for a visit to Frangipani

Organic Farm in Gombak, where the kids will have unique outdoor

learning activities and experience.

Frangipani Organic Farm located in the leafy forest of Gombak and

where plants and livestock flourish without the need of pesticides or

antibiotics. The farm serves as an educational hub for all ages as well as

a place for families to indulge in fun weekend activities. Learn about

environmental conservation and the positive effects of organic farming.

This farm has self-sustaining system called Integrated Organic Farming

where the farm is able to prevent waste from ending up in landfills or

polluting the waterways. The wastewater is treated using biological filters

such as plants, microbes and fungi which break down pollutants. Come &

join us to learn more about this interesting farm!

Date: 29 February 2020 (Saturday)

Time: 9.00am – 12.00pm

Venue: Frangipani Organic Farm, Gombak

Age: 5 years old & above

Fee: RM85/child registration and parents are welcome to join with

the fee of RM45/parent.

**Fee includes meals, insurance, MNS facilitators, certificate, activity fee

& FRIM entrance fee.

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/zSi3mCVYqJj5PtvX8

Join us and your kids will be sure to have a great fun time with friends

learning about sustainable and organic farming!
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“River Scientist” programme is back in this March 2020! This River

Scientist programme aimed to introduce the participants to freshwater

ecosystem and to educate them on the conservation of freshwater

resources. We hope to raise the participants’ awareness and involvement

in the protection of water quality.

Participants will be given water monitoring kits and they will ask to

examine the water quality with the guidance of facilitators. Additionally,

they will be catching aquatic organisms (aquatic insect, fish, tadpole, etc)

and identify them as bio-indicators. They will be learning about water

conservation, water cycle, and be a river scientist for a day!

Date: 14th March 2020 (Saturday)

Time: 9.00am – 12.00pm

Venue: FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre, FRIM Kepong

Age: 5 to 12 years old

Fee: RM85/pax for 1st child registration,

RM65/pax for next child registration, and

RM45/parent

**Fee includes meals, insurance, MNS facilitators, certificate, activity fee

& FRIM entrance fee.

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/Sy23o8vg3CmB9Hic6

Join us and your kids will be sure to have a great fun time with friends.
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Have you observed an insect in a very close distance by using a 

magnifying glass? And do you know how many species of insects we 

have on Earth? If you have no idea on how big are the world of insects, 

you should join our programme, Young Entomologist on this July! We 

will open up the door to insects’ world, and this is totally different from 

those you usually shouted at.

We will talk about insects from A to Z, for example, their characteristics, 

their functions and values, and how important are they to entire 

ecosystem. We will do insects catching and release activities as well, in 

order to let you have first-hand experience on catching insects and 

observing insects’ behaviour. Kids will also learn how to identify and 

classify insects by looking at their external characteristics in general.

Date: 12th April 2020 (Sunday)

Time: 9.00 am – 12.00 pm

Venue: FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre, FRIM Kepong

Age : 5 to 12 years old

Fee: RM85/pax for 1st child registration, 

RM65/pax for next child registration and 

RM45/parent

**Fee includes meals, insurance, MNS facilitators, certificate, activity fee 

& FRIM entrance fee.

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/D2QeLSC5T8Ux9ScWA
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Hello parents and kids! FRIM-MNS NEC is organizing a programme for

preschool, KinderWalk on 18th April 2020 (Saturday).

We will be going to Rimba Ilmu Botanical Garden, University of Malaya.

Literally means ‘The Forest of Knowledge’ in English, Rimba Ilmu

houses about 1600 species of plants in the garden. This walk around the

garden will expose the children to the exciting collection of tropical plants

from all over the world. They will discover the ancient plants that have

been leaving since dinosaur ages, gigantic “Umbrella” palms, plants with

golden furs, valuable herbs, juicy fruits and many more. If they are lucky,

they will have a close encounter with the animals and insects that live

amongst the trees and plants in the garden.

This walk emphasizes on the use of sense to ensure the children have

an interactive experience exploring the garden. Children will explore the

characteristics and usages of different type of plants, importance of

taking care of the environment and initiate the care and love towards

environment. During the walk, kids will get involve in interactive activities

and have an opportunity to connect with nature.

Date: 18th April 2020 (Saturday)

Time: 9.00 am – 12.00 pm

Venue: Rimba Ilmu Botanical Garden, University of Malaya

Age range: 5-12 years old

Fee: RM85/pax for 1st child registration,

RM65/pax for next child registration and

RM45/parent

**Fee includes meals, insurance, MNS facilitators, certificate, activity fee

& Rimba Ilmu entrance fee.

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/5Fsf4Dy8GAf9qWVY9
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Another great way for children to learn about nature is by doing Art & 

Craft.  Activities that will be conducted including rock painting, leave 

stamping art and ‘colours in nature’. Kids learn how to make their very 

own paints from berries, leaves and any plants that they will find in the 

forest.

These nature craft activities will encourage the participants to express 

their creativity and ideas while inculcate their sense of love and caring 

to our Mother Earth. These activities also help children to enhance their 

creativity, observation skills.

Let the children explore the nature through fun art and craft! 

Date:     9th May 2020 (Saturday)

Time:     9.00 am – 12.00 pm

Venue: FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre (NEC), FRIM Kepong

Age range: 5-12 years old

Fee: RM85/pax for 1st child registration, 

RM65/pax for next child registration and 

RM45/parent

**Fee includes meals, insurance, MNS facilitators, certificate, activity 

fee & FRIM entrance fee. 

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/PvR883Y7adPKoyaZA

Let’s join us now! You and your kids will have a great time!
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Missed out our 2019’s Night Walk? No worries, Night Walk Programme is

back!

Have you ever walk in the rainforest during the night? Do you know what

animals can be found at night, and what do they do? Come and join our

programme namely “Night Walk in FRIM Forest”, and experience the sights

and sounds of the FRIM forest at night.

This night walk is a wonderful opportunity for families with children (min. age

of 13) to witness the nocturnal species that only come out at night! This

programme is organized by NEC and experts from MNS SIG Herp group and

will be held on Saturday of 8th August 2020 and 19th Dec 2020.

You will need to dress up warmly, wear a long sleeves t-shirt as mosquitoes

will hunt for your blood. Wear a long stocking as well for leach protection and

wear your sport shoes. Bring your raincoat or waterproof jacket, as the tours

proceed rain.

Participants will get the opportunity to learn about the rainforest biodiversity

and animal behaviours, and thus, to foster a great sense of appreciation

towards our Mother Nature.

Date : 8th August 2020 or 19th Dec 2020

Time :8.30 pm-11.00 pm

Age : 13 years old & above

Venue : FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre (NEC), FRIM Kepong

Fee : RM85/pax

**Fee includes MNS facilitators, insurance and FRIM entrance fee.

For registration, please fill in the google form:

https://forms.gle/xtzshcdk2t8rMDUv9

Let’s join us now as the seats are limited! Don’t miss the chance again!
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Have you ever wondered or imagine what do botanists do? Are their jobs

bored, fun or challenging? Come and experience it by yourself!

“Rainforest Discovery” programme organized by NEC in 13th June 2020,

is the perfect one for you to join, no matter you are interested to become

a botanist or not. Why? Because NEC is an area where it is surrounded

by tropical rainforest. Hence, various types of plants can be found and

makes it a perfect place to discover and study about plants!

Rainforest Discovery will be held and we will teach them different type of

plants and allow children to have first-hand experience in the specimen

making process, and together we will do a quick plant identification by

using simple plant identification keys. Participants will also experience on

how to do herbarium. Lastly, we will have scavenger hunt activity and this

activity aids children to open their senses to observe and feel their

surrounding in the mid of activity. Come and join us now!

Date: 13th June 2020 (Saturday)

Time: 9.00 am – 12.00 pm

Venue: FRIM-MNS Nature Education Centre, FRIM Kepong

Age: 5 years old and above

Fee: RM85/pax for 1st child registration,

RM65/pax for next child registration and

RM45/parent.

**Fee includes meals, insurance, MNS facilitators, certificate, activity fee

& Rimba Ilmu entrance fee.

For registration, please fill in the google for:

https://forms.gle/TeVji6JChFRx4atj9
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MOUNTAIN GOAL ADVENTURE CONSULTANT (742912-V)

Website: http://www.mymountaingoal.com E-mail: goalus@mymountaingoal.com

Maliau Basin “Lost World of Sabah,borneo.” 5 days 

4 nights trek From 07/03/2020 to 11/03/2020

Contact: Thong at H/P +6016-6375622 WhatsApp, WeChat & Line
Office: 03-40248896 Email: goalus@mymountaingoal.com

Everest Base Camp / Kalapattar trek from 21/04/2020 to 

04/05/2020 (14D13N) (Confirm trip)

Experience the culture of the Sherpas in route to Khumbu village.

Enjoy a climb to the scintillating Kalapattar 5,545m. /18190ft, one of the

most spectacular vantage points in the Everest region.

Explore enchanting views of Everest, Pumori, Ama Dablam, Nuptse,

Lhotse, Makalu and many other towering peaks.

Two free Training trip will provided for the Everest Base Camp trip.

Further info please sign in: http://www.mymountaingoal.com/backpackn-

gokyo-toEbc.htm

The Maliau Basin is one of the most

spectacular and pristine natural

features in Malaysia, and indeed,

Southeast Asia. The Maliau Basin is

almost unvisited and completely

uninhabited by man.

While all of this region is rugged,

remote and forested, the Maliau

Basin is distinguished by its steep

slopes up to 1,500m in height,

making it insurmountable on foot

from most directions. The size of the

enclosed Basin is 390 sq. km with a

maximum diameter of 25km. The

highest point Mt. Lotung, on the

north rim stands at 1900m. It is

drained by a set of radiating tributaries of the Maliau River, one of

which descends a series of waterfalls, known as the Maliau Falls.

Further information please sign in:

http://www.mymountaingoal.com/maliaubasin.htm

http://www.mymountaingoal.com/
mailto:goalus@mymountaingoal.com
mailto:goalus@mymountaingoal.com
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PENCINTA ALAM is a monthly newsletter made

possible by dedicated volunteers and contributors

from the Malaysian Nature Society. Accuracy is the

contributor’s responsibility. The Editor reserves the

right to edit for length and content.

The Malaysian Naturalist Facebook page is now available with current articles and  

other interesting news. Do like the page atthis

link https://www.facebook.com/MalaysianNaturalist

Submissions: Articles including the author and photographers’

names (max. 800 words), advertisements, digital images (100 dpi &

no larger than 640 x 480 pixels & separately from the article), etc.

must reach the Editor by the 13th of each month (unless noted

otherwise) via the following e-mail address: tapir2005@gmail.com.

Advertising rates:

Classifieds : RM5 per column inch  

Quarter page ad : RM30

Half page ad : RM60

Payments:

-All payments must be made to ‘Malaysian Nature Society Selangor Branch’.

-Please bank in cash or cheque to Maybank MBB account no 014150307352.

-After banking in, please scan the slip and e-mail it with your advertisement  

to tapir2005@gmail.com and berniechin118@yahoo.com.

Discount rate for ads paid in advance:

3 adverts paid in advance – 5% off published rate;  6 

adverts paid in advance – 10% off published rate;  9 

adverts paid in advance – 15% off published rate;  12 

adverts paid in advance – 20% off published rate.

Computer Recycling Collection Centre

The MNS Penang, Nature Information Centre (NIC) is a

designated recycling collection centre for old computers

and computer parts by the Penang City Council.

Please send your unwanted computers and parts to the

NIC to be sent for recycling by DOE approved recycling

establishment.

Contact Kanda at 013-4537992 for more information or

check out Penang Branch web pages.
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